Navigating HEB on Fulcrum

Below are labeled screenshots to point out key functions users will use while accessing titles in the HEB collection on Fulcrum.

**Homepage**

This is the HEB book page on [https://www.fulcrum.org/v2](https://www.fulcrum.org/v2). If users click on a title directly from a library catalog, title link, etc., please note the items listed to the right:

1. **Title Search** (Top-left): Search HEB works by title, author, or subject.
2. **Sort Options** (Top-right): Sort titles by publication date, date added, etc.
4. **Links** (Right): Cover and title text are live links

**Title Page**

The title page contains:

1. **Bibliographic Info**
2. **Citable Links/Shareable URL**
3. **Download Link**
4. **E-Reader Link**

Please note, the citable link on the title page is the only available link for HEB titles.

**Inside the E-Reader**

- **Include Textual and Audio Transcripts**: Users may also select option to show/transcribe the text of open chapter.
- **Chapter Navigation**: Navigate through the chapter by chapter anchor or by jumping to the chapter table of contents.
- **Layering of Chapters**: Users can overlay multiple chapters in the same page.
- **User Feedback**: Users can provide feedback to the Fulcrum developers.
- **Annotations**: Include text, audio, or image annotations.
- **PDF Export Options**: Export PDF in various formats.